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invention teaches the use of a magnetic record gap 
length of less than 15p". Such a record gap length pro 
vides improved performance in a variety of recorders. 
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MAGNETIC RECORDING HEAD WITH 
EFFECTIVE MAGNETIC GAP LENGTH LESS 

THAN ABOUT 15p. INCHES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates in general to magnetic record 

ing, and in particular to improvements therein. 
2. Description Relative of the Prior Art 
In the magnetic recording of information signals on a 

magnetic medium such as magnetic tape, a magnetic 
record core having a high reluctance gap therein is 
(usually) employed. Magnetic ?ux, corresponding to a 
signal to be recorded, is generated (by suitable means) in 
the record core and, as the flux bridges the record core 
gap, it extends outwardly from the gap. By appropri 
ately placing the record core in contact with the me 
dium, the fringe ?eld ?ux extending from the gap licks 
the magnetic medium and, remanently, records signal 
information in the medium. To play back the signal 
information recorded in the medium, a gapped magnetic 
playback core is (usually) employed. The playback core 
(which in some instances may be the record core used 
for playback purposes) gathers, at its gap, the signal ?ux 
which was recorded in the medium and (assuming there 
is relative motion between the playback core and me 
dium while such flux is being gathered) produces an 
electric signal across a coil inductively linked to the 
playback core. In connection with the matter of signal 
playback, it is well known to make the playback gap 
about half as long as the record gap in order to play 
back short wavelength recorded signals, “wavelength", 
in this regard, referring to the distance, along the re— 
cording on the recording medium, between successive 
similarly magnetized portions of the medium. That is, 
the length of the playback gap defines the shortest sig 
nal wavelength which can be recovered during play 
back of recorded signals. 

It is believed to be appropriate at this point of address 
the matter of gap length de?nition: the term “gap 
length” as used throughout this speci?cation, whether 
in connection with record or playback cores, should not 
be taken to mean the physical distance between the 
magnetic core poles at opposite ends of a gap; and 
which distance is sometimes referred to as the “physical 
gap length”, or "optical gap length”, or “mechanical 
gap length". Rather, “gap length" as used throughout 
this speci?cation, unless otherwise indicated, is taken to 
mean “magnetic gap length”, which is the effective gap 
length. The magnetic gap length of a magnetic head 
may be determined, for example, by (1) recording, with 
a reference magnetic head of an appropriate type, a set 
of test signals of various wavelengths on a magnetic 
medium, and (2) determining the wavelength at which a 
head under test experiences a null corresponding to a 
ratio of gap length to wavelength which equals one-as 
discussed by Athey, Magnetic Tape Recording, NASA 
Publication No. SP-SO38, page 66-such determined 
wavelength equalling the magnetic gap length of the 
head under test. In support of the proposition that there 
is a distinction between the magnetic and physical gap 
lengths, Athey further states (same page): 

“. . . the effective length of the gap, judged from the 
position of the response nulls, is longer than the physical 
gap". 
In a test as described above, it will be appreciated that 
a record head, the magnetic gap length of which is to be 
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2 
determined, is employed in a playback mode to play 
back the indicated test signals. 

Just as it is well known to employ a playback gap 
length which is optimally short, it has also been known 
in the art to employ, where practical, a record gap 
length which is relatively long: the theory is that the 
trailing edge of a gapwith respect to a relatively mov 
ing recording medium is the primary head part associ 
ated with the recording process; such being the case, it 
has been reasoned that by making the record gap length 
relatively large, record ?ux will significantly extend 
outwardly from the record gap, and thereby cause the 
magnetic medium to record, efficiently, throughout its 
depth, albeit in a region downstream of the record gap. 
Admittedly the length of the record gap affects the 
dimensions of the recording zone within the magnetic 
medium: the shorter the record gap length, the smaller 
the recording zone for the same recording current. This 
is an important consideration, since it correlates during 
playback with the matter of resolving short wavelength 
signals. Certainly, in the case where a narrow band of 
relatively short wavelength signals is to be recorded, 
and played back, the record gap can be relatively short. 
Where, however, long wavelength recording is in 
volved, as in the case of a broadband recorder, a record 
ing impasse results. This point was addressed by C. D. 
Mee in his definitive text, The Physics of Magnetic Re 
cording 1964, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 
page 245, where he states: 

“. . . the recording zones for a narrow gap recording 
head are shown . . . it can be seen that the narrow 

est recording zone I) is achieved, but when suffi 
cient field is applied to magnetize the tape fully, the 
recording zone is just as large as that from the wide 
gap head. Hence no advantage is to be gained by 
use of extremely narrow gaps for wideband record 
lng. 9! 

Similarly, Athey, in his above-referred to work (page 
23) states: 
"The operating gap in the reproduce head, however, 

is usually considerably smaller than that in the 
record head . . .” 

Others in the ?eld have also made this point, e.g., Gor 
don White, Video Recording Record and Replay Systems, 
Crane, Russak and Company, Inc., 1972, and Charles E. 
Lowman, Magnetic Recording, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1972. 

Implicit in the above reference to wideband record 
ing is a recognition that recorders, such a quadruplex 
and helical scan video recorders, can employ the same 
relatively narrow gap head(s), for record and playback 
purposes, because they are relatively short wave 
length/narrow band recorders. Indeed, as will appear in 
the representative table below, such recorders are all 
adapted to record less than a single octave: 

Minimum Required 
Recorder Wavelength Magnetic Gap Length 
Sony Betamax 36p."—50p." 36p." 
U-Matic 47p."—68p" 47p." 
ElAJ‘l 60p."-87p." 60p" 
Quadruplex lOOu"-l67p," 100p" 

u" = microinch 

It will be appreciated that some prior art video re 
corders, e.g. the Betamax recorder, record, by means of 
the same head, a narrow band luminance signal and a 
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separate narrow band chroma signal such that there is 
more than one octave between the extreme ends of the 
chroma and luminance bandwiths. This is not "wide 
band recording” as contemplated by the invention, and 
is in actuality the recording of a pair of discrete narrow 
band signals each of which is no more than about an 
octave in bandwith. Evidence that such recordings are 
discrete may be appreciated from the fact that each 
such recording requires its own separate equalization. 
For wideband recording, as, for example, in an instru 
mentation recorder, or in the direct recording of audio 
and video information at relatively slow writing speeds, 
the usual practice is to employ a wide gap head for 
recording, and a narrow gap head for playback. Typical 
instrumentation recorders, according to the above ref 
erence by Lowman, page 35, for example, employ re 
cord and reproduce gaps as follows: 

Response Record Gap Reproduce Gap 

A. 100 kHz @ 60 ips 500p." 250g" 
8. 600 kHz @ 120 ips 500a" 80p" 
C. 2 rnI'Iz @ I20 ips 250p" 25p" 

And, if the shortest recoverable wavelength is calcu 
lated for the above A, B and C responses, it will be 
appreciated that the reproduce gaps which are stated 
are, in fact, the physical gap lengths, the upper requisite 
limits to the sizes of magnetic gap lengths being, respec 
tively, 600a", 200a", and 60p". 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
Contrary to the general and speci?c teachings of the 

art, it has been found that if recording is practiced with 
a magnetic record gap which is about one or more 
orders of magnitude shorter than any heretofore con 
templated, greater playback ef?ciency is obtained, espe 
cially for bandwiths greater than one octave. Further, 
when an extremely short record gap (hereinafter some 
times referred to as a “microgap”) is employed to re 
cord in a medium having both a cubic crystalline, as 
well as acicular shape, anisotropy, the efficiency of the 
recording operation is itself increased. Also, by employ— 
ing an extremely short record gap in connection with a 
magnetic medium of a presently preferred type to be 
identified below, the noise power ratio (NPR) of the 
recording playback can be rendered, desirably, flat. 

These, as well as other features of the invention, will 
be discussed below in connection with the ?gures, of 
which: 
FIG. 1 depicts a pair of curves useful in illustrating 

the advantages of a microgap recording vis-a-vis a re 
cording made by use of a conventional record gap; 

FIG. 2 depicts diagrams which are useful in explain 
ing a theory directed to the operation of microgap re 
cording; 
FIG. 3 depicts a pair of curves useful in illustrating 

the advantages of microgap recording in connection 
with a presently preferred recording medium; 
FIGS. 40 and 4b depict diagrams useful in explaining 

improved NPR performance resulting from microgap 
recording; and 
FIGS. 5 through 7 are diagrams of records made 

possible by use of microgap recording. 
The present invention came about in the ?rst instance 

during an attempt to provide a reasonably good quality 
broadband audio recording on magnetic tape, which 
recording could both be recorded and played back, 
simply and economically, with the same head at the 
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4 
incredibly slow head-to-tape playback speed of 0.04 
inches per second (ips). There is, per the current state of 
the art, no magic in recording at such a speed with a 
wide gap record head and, assuming the availability of 
a very short gap playback head, recovering very short 
wavelengths. To allow for a playback speed of 0.04 ips 
(which, for a track width of 5 mils, translates into two 
hours of playback for each one and one-half square 
inches of tape), the playback head—assuming a band 
with of up to 3 kHz-necessarily has to have a magnetic 
gap length of 13p" or less. Such a short playback gap 
length, per the whole teaching of the art, has meant 
that, if the playback gap were used as the record gap 
as-well, there would then be very little fringe field 
available for recording in the medium. Thus, an im 
passe was expected to evolve: with virtually no re 
cording expected to take place in the medium, there 
could not be any significant playback. Contrary to 
what was expected, however, it was found that, if re 
cording takes place with a magnetic record gap length 
on the order of 15p." or less, meaningful playback is 
not only possible, it is better. 
The invention is discussed below ?rst in relation to 

the matters of gap in?uence on signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR), distortion, and channel capacity; then the inven 
tive use of migrogap recording is discussed in relation to 
a medium of the general type disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 
4,163,823, whereby the results of such a combination, as 
relating to both SNR and NPR, is further developed. 

Reference should now be had to FIG. 1, which de 
picts a pair of curves showing the actual playback per 
formance of recordings made on the same recording 
medium (viz., the medium described in U.S. Patent 
Application Ser. No. 775,ll8) using, respectively, a 
conventional magnetic record gap and a magnetic re 
cord gap according to the invention. With respect to 
curve 1, a conventional physical record gap length of 
76p" was employed to record a band of frequencies 
from DC to greater than 500 kHz, playback being ob 
tained by use of a playback magnetic gap length of 
12p". With respect to curve 2, a magnetic gap length of 
12p." was employed, per the invention, for both record 
and playback purposes. Although there appears to be a 
relatively small loss of about 6 dB at long wavelengths, 
there is, when practicing the invention, not only a gain 
of about ll dB at a bandedge corresponding to a wave 
length of about 26p", but the playback bandedge, by 
virtue of the invention, is extended to a point corre 
sponding to a wavelength less than 20p". 

Bearing in mind that, according to Shannon's theo 
rem (Transmission Systems for Communications, Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, Inc., 1964, page 610), the ca 
pacity C of a communication channel to transmit infor 
mation without error is in proportion both to the SNR 
of the channel and to the bandwith W of the channel, 
1.e., 

it is apparent from the curves of FIG. 1 that the channel 
capacity of a microgap recording according to the in 
vention is signi?cantly better than one made by conven 
tional practice. That is, the area under curve 2 is not 
only greater than the area under curve 1 because of an 
improvement in overall SNR but, since microgap re 
cording signi?cantly extends the playback bandwith, 
channel capacity C is increased still further. 
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For a qualitative assessment of why microgap record 
ing is more productive of recordings manifesting better 
playback SNR, reference should now be had to FIG. 2 
and the qualitative showings thereof: In the ideal re 
cording of a given wavelength )t, well-de?ned record 
zones appear in the medium (tape). Zone 1 is exclusively 
positively magnetized; zone 2 is exclusively negatively 
magnetized; zone 3 is exclusively positively magnetized; 
zone 4 is exclusively negatively magnetized, etc. In each 
zone, however, the intensity of the magnetism goes 
from a minimum to a maximum and back to a minimum. 
Thus, in connection with such an ideal recording, were 
it possible to move a playback head having an in?nitely 
small playback gap along and in contact with the re 
cording, ?ux would enter the head gap in proportion to 
the recorded intensity and produce, thereby, a distor 
tionless playback signal having the wavelength A. 
As is the case, however, magnetic recording of a 

signal having a wavelength A does not occur as ideally 
depicted. Rather, as a record head moves, relatively, 
along a‘ recording medium, arcuately-shaped recording 
zones are created in the medium. The recording labeled 
“Wide Gap Record” in FIG. 2 depicts a typical state-of 
the-art recording of a signal with the wavelength A. To 
be noted is that the zone 2, 3, 4, etc., recordings overlap 
the zone 1 recording, whereby, when endeavoring to 
play back the zone 1 recording, two things adversely 
affect playback: ?rst, the flux contribution of the even 
numbered zones 2, 4, etc., knocks down the resultant 
?ux which can be discerned during playback, thereby 
reducing playback SNR in the ?rst instance; second, as 
a result of the knock down of the resultant playback ?ux 
by the even-numbered zones, 2, 4, etc., the playback 
flux is not linearly related to the recorded signal, 
thereby creating distortion during signal playback. 

In accordance with the practice of the invention, the 
overlap of adjacent record zones is minimized; see the 
recording labeled “Microgap Record” appearing in 
FIG. 2. With much less zone-overlap present, playback 
flux knockdown (as well as distortion) is minimized, 
thereby resulting in playback performance as depicted 
in curve 2 of FIG. 1. 
As is known, in practicing magnetic recording ac 

cording to the prior art, the actual recording which 
takes place in a medium which is moving relative to a 
record gap occurs at a point within the medium which 
is downstream of the record gap . . . and at which point 
the strength of the magnetizing ?eld approximates the 
coercivity of the medium. In microgap recording, how 
ever, the point at which actual recording takes place is 
virtually over the record gap itself. Such recording has 
the favorable effect of reducing differential phase shift 
between simultaneously recorded signals, thereby re 
sulting in a reduction of and simplicity of electronic 
components which would otherwise be necessary to 
phase equalize the signals being recorded. In other 
words, microgap recording reduces vertical magnetiza 
tion in the tape, and which magnetization is impossible 
to equalize simultaneously with the desired longitudinal 
magnetization. 
When microgap recording is practiced in connection 

with a recording medium characteristic of the record 
ing medium disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,163,823 still 
further improvement in playback performance results. 
Curve A of FIG. 3 indicates the actual playback perfor 
mance of a microgap recording (1241." record gap) prac 
ticed with a commercially-available recording tape, 
viz., Ampex 797 instrumentation tape available from the 
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6 
Ampex Company. As is known, the particles which 
form 797 tape have shape anistropy. A medium such as 
that disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,163,823, by contrast, is 
comprised of particles having additive shape and cubic 
crystalline anistropies. Recording flux in such a me 
dium, although effective along orthogonal axes, is most 
effective in inducing remanence along the geometric 
axes of the magnetizable particles which form the me 
dium. With greater ef?ciency so provided during re 
cording, a medium such as disclosed in US. Pat. No. 
4,163,823, when microgap recorded with the same head 
that was used to provide the curve A response in FIG. 
3, exhibits actual playback performance as indicated in 
curve B of FIG. 3. To be noted is that, once again, not 
only is playback SNR better at a signal frequency corre 
sponding to a wavelength of 26p", but that, with a 
medium having additive cubic crystalline and shape 
anistropies, playback SNR is better at both the very 
long and the very short (e.g., 18p") wavelengths. 
For sake of convenience, curve 1 of FIG. 1 is recre 

ated in FIG. 3, thereby to show that, whereas microgap 
recording provides improvement irrespective of the 
recording medium, a still greater, and dramatic, im 
provement in playback performance is provided by 
proper choice of the recording medium. 
Turning now to the matter of NPR, such is the ratio 

of the power of recorded white noise to the zero signal 
noise at predetermined slots across the spectrum, such 
slot noise resulting from intermodulation effects caused 
by the recording medium itself. Ideally, there should be 
no such slot noise, and the NPR should be as large as 
possible. Further, the NPR should be reasonably ?at 
with frequency, for then the entire bandwidth can be 
utilized most efficiently. Bearing in mind that it may be 
desirable to pre-emphasize the high frequency compo 
nents of a bandwidth of frequencies to be recorded 
—and to deemphasize such high frequency components 
during playback, thereby to improve the SNR at such 
frequency-reference should now be had to the qualita 
tive showings of FIGS. 4a and 4b. 
Curve A of FIG. 4a is the playback performance 

curve for a microgap recording, made on a medium 
such as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,163,823, at constant 
current, variable frequency. As was indicated above, 
high-frequency components, prior to the recording 
thereof, may be pre-emphasized (dashed line associated 
with Curve A) whereby, during their playback, they 
may be de-emphasized to produce an improvement in 
short wavelength SNR. 
Curve B1 is a plot of the playback noise (head, elec 

tronic and medium noise) associated with a microgap 
recording made with zero signal and bias. Curve B2 is a 
plot of the playback noise (head, electronic and medium 
noise) associated with a microgap recording, but which 
was made with a pre-emphasized zero signal and bias. 
And, Curve B3 is a plot of the playback noise (head, 
electronic and medium noise) associated with a mi 
crogap recording of a pre-emphasized white noise sig 
nal as discussed above. To be noted is that the intermod 
ulation products caused by the recording of such a 
white noise signal have raised the noise level from that 
shown in Curve B2 to that shown in Curve B3. Because 
of the ability of a medium such as disclosed in U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,163,823 to remain relatively linear over a wide 
range of input levels, and thereby limit the generation of 
intermodulation products, high~frequency pre-emphasis 
provides a ?at NPR at a high and useful level. See 
Curve C. 
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ln Curve A’ of FIG. 4b, on the other hand, the play 
back performance of a state-of-the~art recording at con 
stant current, variable frequency, is depicted. The re 
cord head so employed was provided with a relatively 
wide gap, and the medium was one of several commer 
cially-available types. Were it desired to pre-emphasize 
the high—frequency components associated with Curve 
A’ (dashed line, Curve A’) to a level such that there is 
the same output at bandage as was depicted in FIG. 4a, 
intermodulation products—attributed primarily to the 
recording medium itself-would create noise compo 
nents up and down the recording spectrum. 
Curve B1’ is a plot of the playback noise (head, elec 

tronic and medium noise) associated with a state-of-the 
art recording made with a zero signal and bias. Curve 
B2‘ is a plot of the playback noise (head, electronic and 
medium noise) associated with a state-of-the-art record 
ing made with a pre-emphasized zero signal and bias. 
Curve B3’ is a plot of the playback noise (head, elec 
tronic and medium noise) associated with a pre-empha 
sized white noise input signal as discussed above. While 
pre-emphasis of the high-frequency components associ 
ated with Curve A’ does improve SNR at the short 
wavelength bandedge, pre-emphasis undesirably plays 
havoc with the level and ?atness of the NPR, as de 
picted in Curve C’. Thus, it will be appreciated, the 
cooperation between a microgap record head and a 
medium such as disclosed in U.S, Pat. No. 4,163,823 
provides advantages which are largely attainable by 
such cooperation. 

Bearing in mind the above-discussed advantages of 
microgap recording, reference should now be had to 
FIGS. 5 through 7, which show a variety of embodi 
ments which evidence the versatility of recording ac 
cording to the invention. In all instances, the record 
head is used for playback purposes, although it will be 
appreciated that separate playback heads, having like or 
smaller playback gaps, may be employed. And, in pres 
enting the invention in its best mode, the recording 
medium employed is that which is disclosed in US. Pat. 
No. 4,163,823. 
FIG. 5 depicts a narrow-band audio FM recorder in 

which tape is transported at a conventional rate (1 i pips) 
and which, because of microgap recording (record gap: 
12p") permits good playback of a recorded wave 
length/deviation from 56p." to 28 u" (wavelength of 
carrier: 38p"), such playback translating after demodu 
lation, into an outstanding audio response of 60 dB at 
the upper bandedge of an audio spectrum extending 
from DC to l2 kHz. 
Whereas the apparatus disclosed in FIG. 5 is adapted 

to process a spectrum which is a bit greater than one 
octave (although it can process a spectrum less than an 
octave, at a sacrifice in performance), the apparatus of 
FIG. 6 is adapted to record directly, and play back, 
about five full octaves of audio, i.e., from 100 Hz to 
3,000 Hz, at a record/playback speed of only 0.04 ips. 
The recorded wavelengths, at such a speed, range from 
48p.” to 14p", the playback SNR being reasonably good 
at 30 dB. 

In FIG. 7, an instrumentation recorder, adapted to 
process four octaves of data, is depicted. Whereas a 
conventional instrumentation recorder employs a wide 
gap record head (typical physical gap length: 500p") 
and a separate, narrow gap playback head . . . and tape 

transports at 120 ips in order to provide good playback 
of from 200 kHz to 1.2 mHz . . . the inventive use of a 

microgap of 12p” for both record and playback pur 
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8 
poses provides good playback of wavelengths corre 
sponding to frequencies between 200 kHz and 3.2 mI-Iz, 
while employing a halved record/playback tape speed 
of only 60 ips. 

In each of the above embodiments of microgap re 
cording, the indicated tape transport speed corresponds 
to the information writing speed. Of course, writing 
speeds may be achieved by moving the head in question 
relative to the recording medium, as is done, for exam 
ple, in quadruplex and helical scan recorders. In any 
event, microgap recording is not limited to those re 
corders in which the medium is moved relative to the 
head. 
The invention has been described in detail with par 

ticular reference to preferred embodiments thereof, but 
it will be understood that variations and modifications 
can be effected within the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In magnetic recording apparatus of the type having 
(a) a gapped magnetic head for recording information 

signals in a magnetic medium, 
(1)) means for providing relative motion between said 

head and said medium, and 
(0) means for applying information signals to said 

head for the recording of said signals in said me 
dium, 

the improvement wherein said head has an effective 
magnetic record gap length of less than about 15p", said 
gap lying so that its length extends in the direction of 
relative motion between said head and medium. 

2. In magnetic recording apparatus of the type having 
(a) a gapped magnetic head for recording information 

signals in a magnetic medium, 
(b) means for providing relative motion between said 

head and said medium, and 
(c) means for applying information signals to said 

head for the recording of said signals in said me 
dium, said information signals having a bandwith 
significantly in excess of one full octave, 

the improvement wherein said head has an effective 
magnetic record gap length of less than about 15p", said 
gap lying so that its length extends in the direction of 
relative motion between said head and medium. 

3. In magnetic recording apparatus of the type 
adapted to produce a multitrack recording, said appara 
tus having 

(a) a multitrack magnetic head for recording informa 
tion signals in respective tracks of a magnetic me 
dium, said multitrack head being comprised of a 
plurality of gapped magnetic cores, 

(b) means for providing relative motion between said 
multitrack head and said medium, and 

(c) means for applying respective information signals 
to the cores of said magnetic head for the recording 
of said signals in said medium in tracks respective 
of said cores, 

the improvement wherein the effective magnetic gap 
lengths of a plurality of said cores are respectively less 
than about l5 u". 

4. in magnetic recording apparatus of the type 
adapted to produce a multitrack recording, said appara 
tus having 

(a) a multitrack magnetic head for recording informa 
tion signals in respective tracks of a magnetic me 
dium, said multitrack head being comprised of a 
plurality of gapped magnetic cores, 
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(b) means for providing relative motion between said 
multitrack head and said medium, and 

(c) means for applying respective information signals 
to the cores of said head for the recording of said 
signals in said medium in tracks respective of said 
cores, at least some of said information signals 
having respective bandwidths signi?cantly in ex 

, cess of one full octave, 
the improvement wherein the effective magnetic gaps 
of a plurality of said cores are respectively less than 
about 15 p". 

5. Magnetic recording apparatus comprising 
(a) a magnetic medium comprising magnetic particles 
having both cubic crystalline and acicular shape 
anisotropies, 

(b) magnetic head means for recording information 
signals in said medium, said magnetic head means 
being provided with a gap having an effective mag 
netic gap length less than about l5 pf’, and 

(c) means for providing relative motion between said 
medium and said magnetic head means while re 
cording signals in said medium such that said mo 
tion is in the direction of said gap length. 

6. Magnetic recording apparatus comprising 
(a) a magnetic medium comprised of magnetic parti 

cles having both cubic crystalline and acicular 
shape anisotropies, 

(b) multitrack magnetic recording head means for 
recording bands of information signals in respec 
tive tracks of said medium, said magnetic head 
means being comprised of a plurality of magnetic 
cores having respective recording gaps which have 
respective effective magnetic gap lengths which 
are less than about 15 a", and 

(c) means for providing relative motion between said 
medium and said magnetic head means while re 
cording signals in said medium. 

7. Magnetic recording apparatus comprising 
(a) a magnetic medium comprised of magnetic parti 

cles having both cubic crystalline and acicular 
shape anisotropies, 

(b) means for producing a plurality of octaves of 
information signals, 
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(c) magnetic recording head means for receiving and 

recording said plurality of octaves of information 
signals in said medium, said head means having an 
effective recording magnetic gap length of less 
than about 15 p", and 

(d) means for providing relative motion between said 
medium and said magnetic record head means 
while recording said signals in said medium, said 
medium being in the direction of said gap length. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein said magnetic 
head means is a multitrack head having discrete mag 
netic cores, each of which cores has a record gap hav 
ing an effective magnetic gap length which is less than 
about 15 p," 

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said means for 
producing said plurality of octaves of information sig 
nals is means adapted to pre-emphasize high frequency 
components of said octaves of information signals. 

10. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein said means for 
producing said plurality of octaves of information sig 
nals is means adapted to pre-emphasize high frequency 
components of said octaves of information signals. 

11. In the magnetic recording of information by a 
magnetic recording head onto a magnetic medium dur 
ing relative motion between the head and the medium, 
the novel combination for providing improved channel 
capacity, signal-to-noise, and noise power ratio, com 
prising a head having an effective magnetic record gap 
length of less than about 15 p," and a magnetic medium 
comprised of magnetic particles having both cubic crys 
talline and acicular shape anisotropies, said gap length 
extending in the direction of relative motion between 
head and medium. 

12. A method of magnetic recording to provide im 
proved channel capacity, signal-to-noise, and noise 
power ratio, comprising recording by means of a re 
cording head having an effective magnetic record gap 
length of less than about 15 it" onto a magnetic medium 
comprised of magnetic particles having both cubic crys 
talline and acicular shape anisotropies, while providing 
relative movement between the head and the medium 
which is in the direction of relative head to medium 
motion. 

. l * $ ‘ 
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AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION. IT HAS BEEN 

ISSUED UNDER 35 U.S.C. 307 DETERMINED THAT= 
Claims 1-12. are cancelled. 

THE PATENT IS HEREBY ALIIENDED AS 
INDICATED BELOW. * * * * * 


